Recognize and name end punctuation.

“I Like Kites” Punctuation Worksheet
I Like Kites
Punctuation Worksheet

A sentence that tells about something ends with a period: .
A sentence that asks a question ends with a question mark: ?
A sentence that shows strong feelings or surprise ends with an exclamation mark: !

☞ Write each sentence correctly. Remember to use capital letters and punctuation marks.

1. i like to fly kites _______ I like to fly kites.
2. my best kite is red ________________
3. look out for trees ________________
4. can it fly without wind ________________
5. windy days are best ________________
6. it goes high ________________
7. it looks so little ________________
8. do you have a kite ________________
9. your kite is fast ________________
10. do you like the wind ________________